
Building Plan Submission
What is a good plan?
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Gives an understanding of a structure before it built

Allows for proper planning to take place

Allow for costing of a proposed structure

Give a scaled representation of the structure on an individual 

erf

allow for construction to take place within the National 

Building Regulations

What is the purpose of a building plan



Why                      

Regs?

The Question



Oldest record of Building regulation

Code of Hammurabi



.

Old codes

Building codes have a long history. The earliest known written building code is included 
in the Code of Hammurabi,  which dates from circa 1772 BC.

228. If a builder build a house for some one and complete it, he shall give him a fee of 
two shekels in money for each sar of surface.
229 If a builder build a house for some one, and does not construct it properly, and the 
house which he built fall in and kill its owner, then that builder shall be put to death.
230. If it kill the son of the owner the son of that builder shall be put to death.
231. If it kill a slave of the owner, then he shall pay slave for slave to the owner of the 
house.
232. If it ruin goods, he shall make compensation for all that has been ruined, and 
inasmuch as he did not construct properly this house which he built and it fell, he shall 
re-erect the house from his own means.
233. If a builder build a house for some one, even though he has not yet completed it; 
if then the walls seem toppling, the builder must make the walls solid from his own 
means.

The Bible book of Deuteronomy stipulated that parapets must be constructed on all 
houses to prevent people from falling off.



Great Fire of Baltimore 1904

Why a National Code

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:John_E._Hurst_Building,_Baltimore.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Baltimore_Fire_1904_-_West_from_Pratt_and_Gay_Streets_3a.jpg


.

London Fire 1066

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Great_Fire_London.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Panorama_of_London_by_Claes_Van_Visscher,_1616_no_angels.jpg


Rebuilding of London 1666

The effect of fire

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Great_fire_of_london_map.png


Sir Matthew Hale

Fire of London Disputes act 1666

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Portrait_of_Sir_Matthew_Hale_Kt.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Bedford_Square2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Oliver%27s_Wharf.jpg


Pigiang Fault

Typical fault line

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Piqiang_Fault,_China_detail.jpg


.

Earthquake of Lisbon 1755

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1755_Lisbon_Earthquake_Location.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lisbon_1755_tsunami_travel_times.jpg


.

Lisbon 1755

Tsunami and fire The ruins of the  Camo 
Covenant

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1755_Lisbon_earthquake.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Convento_do_Carmo_ruins_in_Lisbon.jpg


Madrid

Anti Seismic building

Gailoa pombalina Pombaline Style

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gaiola_pombalina.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fachada1_Lisboa.JPG


.

Earthquake proof structures

Mausoleum of Cyprus Base 
Isolated structure

Dry stone wall in Machu 
Picchu

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cyrus_tomb.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Machupicchu_intihuatana.JPG


.

Hurricane resistant 

Dome house of 
Pensacola Beach

After Hurricane Dennis 
2005

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Domehousepensacola2.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Pensacola_Beach,_Florida_after_Hurricane_Dennis_in_2005.jpg


World map of strikes

Lighting

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Global_lightning_strikes.png


.

Ground flash



.

History of Architectural representation

Cucuteni Trypillian
Miniatures

Minoan town house model

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Trypillian_house2.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cucuteni_MNIR_IMG_7622.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Clay_house_model_from_Archanes,_1700_BC,_AMH,_19410,_145004.jpg


Sociotechnical system design, a philosophy and tools for participative designing of work 
arrangements and supporting processes – for organizational purpose, quality, safety, 
economics and customer requirements, the quality of peoples experience at work and the 
needs of society
User-centred design, which focuses on the needs, wants, and limitations of the end user.
Service design designing or organizing the experience around the service associated with 
a product's use.
Transgenerational design, the practice of making environments compatible with those 
physical and sensory impairments associated with human aging and which limit  activities 
of daily living.
Participatory Design is the practice of collective creativity to design, attempting to 
actively involve all stakeholders (e.g. employees, partners, customers, citizens, end users) 
in the design process to help ensure the result meets their needs and is usable. 
Participatory design is an approach which is focused on processes and procedures of 
design and is not a design style

Approaches' to design



The drawing board

Before the submission

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Drafting_board_with_T_Square.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zeichenmaschine.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Stencils01.jpg


.

Paper size

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:B_size_illustration2.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:A_size_illustration2.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:C_size_illustration2.svg


Understanding

Drawing

Draughtsmanship



.

Stairs



Computer and Hand drawings

Line type

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Line_types.svg


Examples from the past

Surveying and S G Diagrams

Table of severing about 
1728
Believe to be older 1551

Cadastre text Akkadian
18 Century BCE
Sippar Iraq

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Table_of_Surveying,_Cyclopaedia,_Volume_2.jpg


Theolidelite and compass

Modern survey equipment

First Theolidelite with a 
compass in 1576
1725 Jonathan Sission 
added a telescope

Compass

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Brunton.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Total-Robotic-Station.jpg


A Cape foot is a unit of length defined as 1.0330 English feet (and equal to 
12.396 English inches, or 0.31485557516 meters) It was identically equal to 
the Rijnland voet and was introduced into South Africa by the Dutch settlers in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth century.
Its relationship to the English foot was clarified in 1859 by an Act of the 
government of the Cape Colony, South Africa. 
It was used for land surveying and title deeds in rural areas of South Africa apart 
from Natal and was also for urban surveying and title deeds in the Transvaal.
There were 144 square Cape feet in one Cape rood and 600 Cape roods (86,400 
square Cape feet) in one morgen.
Its use ceased when South Africa adopted the metric system in 1977, though it 
has not yet been entirely replaced in pre-existing title deeds.

Cape feet and English feet

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Architects_scale.jpg


.

Cape feet and English feet

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Johannesburg_Park_Railway_Station_01.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Langlaagte.jpg


The foot was divided into 4 palms or 12 thumbs. 
A cubit was 2 feet,
An elne 4 feet. 
The rod was 15 Anglo-Saxon feet,
the furlong 10 rods.
An acre was 4 × 40 rods, i.e., 160 square rods or 

36,000 square Anglo-Saxon feet. 

English feet / Roman measurement



France adopted it in 1770

South Africa adopted the metric system in 1970

Uses units of 10 instead of 12

Metric system

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Architects_scale.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:FourMetricInstruments.JPG


Chart showing the relationship of distance measured

Different units

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:English_Length_Units_Graph.svg


.

Zoning

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Zoning-maps-winnipeg-9370554-o.jpg


Town Planning

setbacks

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Empire_State_Building_plan.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Looking_Up_at_Empire_State_Building.JPG


Title deeds

1636 Indian deed 

creating the colony

of Rhode Island

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Providence,_Rhode_Island,_Original_Deed.jpg


Forms 1

Architect



Form 2

Rational

Design



.

Examples of site plan

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Scottish_Parliament_site_plan.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Venedig-in-Wien-Lageplan.jpg


Graphical Projections

First Angle projections

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:First_angle_projection.svg


Plans

Floor plan is an overhead view of the completed 
house. On the plan, you will see parallel lines that 
scale at whatever width the walls. 
Dimensions are drawn between the walls to 
specify room sizes and wall lengths.
Indicate rooms, all the doors and windows a

Built-in elements, such as plumbing, cupboard, 
water heaters
Floor plans will include notes to specify finishes, 
construction methods, or symbols for electrical 
items.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Putnam_House_-_floor_plans.jpg


.

Example of floor sketches

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Frankfurt_Am_Main-Leonhardskirche-Grundriss.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Office_plane.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sample_Floorplan.jpg


• Elevations

Elevations are a non-perspective view of the 
home. These are drawn to scale
Plans include front, rear and both side 

elevations. 
Ridge heights.
The positioning of the final fall of the land, 
exterior finishes. 
Roof pitches.
Details that are necessary to give the home its 
exterior architectural styling.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Putnam_House_-_floor_plans.jpg


Elevations

Example of elevation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Panopticon.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Panth%C3%A9on_Soufflot_-_%C3%A9levation_principale.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Architectural_Drawing_of_%22The_House_of_Tomorrow%22.JPG


Sections

Section cuts through the dwelling and the 
location of this 'cut through' is shown on the floor 
plan. 
Detail on the construction method.
Details how the internal finishes are to look. 
Sections are used because they explain certain 
conditions in more detail. 
Section to shown at most complex part of the 
building plan with ceiling height, ceiling type and 
window and door dimensions.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Putnam_House_-_floor_plans.jpg


.

Examples of sections

Hagia Sophia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:L-Observatorium.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hagia-Sophia-Laengsschnitt.jpg


Drawing an engravings of detail

Details

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schema_Saeulenordnungen.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Illustration_of_the_Corinthian_order,_from_1697,_by_Vincenzo_Scamozzi.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Illustration_of_the_Ionic_order,_from_1697,_by_Vincenzo_Scamozzi.jpg


Dry stone walls

Machu Picchu

The Main Temple Twelve angle cut stone

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Machu_Picchu_-_temple.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cusco_Piedra_de_los_doce_angulos.jpg


Blue prints

Prints

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:LaBelle_Blueprint.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Waldhaus_Gasterntal_Plan5.JPG
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Joy_Oil_gas_station_blueprints.jpg


Dizo process

Blue lining

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Heliographic_copy.jpg


.

C A D 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Detail_Autocad.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Macbook_Air.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Wikipedia_Kindle_Fire_%26_iPad_1439.JPG


.

Computer

aided drawing

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Campus-SKOLKOVO.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Construction_drawing_autocad.jpg


It is up to you as the professional

It detailed planning

It is thorough research

It is time consuming

So What is a good Building Submission



.

.



.
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